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1. INTRODUCTION 
Classically, problems handled by the calculus of variations are formulated 
in terms of finding the relative extrema of a constrained functional on a given 
underlying linear space. To certain of these formulations is a related “dual” 
or “complementary” problem which may be derived and investigated via 
complementary variational principles (CVP). Among the first approaches 
implemented to obtain (CVP) were those of Friedrichs-Courant and Hilbert 
[l, 21; recent investigations include those by Noble [3], Rall [4], Arthurs [5, 
121, Sewell [6], Mond and Hanson [7], Rockafellar [8, 91, and Bellman [IO]. 
Notationally, some of these approaches [l-6, 121 are reminiscent of either 
the forms of LaGrange with Legendre transform or the canonical Hamil- 
tonian forms. 
The purpose of this paper is to present sufficient conditions which yield 
complementary extremality in general normed linear spaces, rather than the 
various inner product spaces employed in [3,4, 11, 121. Included is a specific 
set of sufficient conditions, intended for use for a restricted class of optimal 
control problems with somewhat weaker differentiability requirements than 
those found in [3, 4, 11, 121 and a set of sufficient conditions derived for 
systems which contain inequality constraints. Finally, two example problems 
are presented. 
2. NOTATION 
Let %, ?Y be normed linear spaces and let L be a linear operator with 
domain .QL C 3, L: QL + ?!Y. We denote the dual space of S by S?’ and if 
gL = 3, we denote the dual operator of L by L’. If x E 5, x’ E %-‘, then we 
denote the value of x’ at x by {x’, x). We denote the natural map of S -+ aa 
by Js and recall that J&fC%“. We denote the space of bounded linear 
operators taking all of 3 into ?Y by [Z, %I. 
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Let %‘, +Y’, ?Z be normed linear spaces and F: gF--+ 3, BF C % x GY. 
Then 8$(x, y) will denote the partial Frechet derivative of F with respect 
to x at the ordered pair (x, y), 3$(x, y) E [X, ZJ The operator 
ap: .FBamF 4 [.tE, CVj is called the partial Frechet derivative of F with respect 
to X. If F is a functional, then 8$(x, y) E 2X’. 
Let &’ be a Hilbert space. We denote the canonical isomorphism of .X 
onto 2’ by A, and the inner product by (x1 , x2)*, x1 , x2 E 2’. We note 
that (x1 , xa)& = (Azxl , x2) for all x1 , x2 E 2. 
Finally, let P be a convex cone in the normed linear space X. For x, y E 28 
we say the x >, y with respect to P if x - y E P. P is called the positive cone 
in 3. Corresponding to P is the positive cone P+ in the dual space 9’ defined 
by P+ = {x’ E s’ such that (x’, x) > 0 for all x E P}. If %” is a normed linear 
space with positive cone P and I a normed linear space, a mapping F: 3 -+ 3 
is said to be convex if the domain Q of F is a convex set and if 
F(q + (1 - a) x2) - uF(x,) - (1 - m)F(xJ E P 
for all x1, x,652 and all (Y, 0 < 01 < 1. 
3. BASIC THEOREMS 
Subject to further assumptions, let the following hold: 
(a) 9, % are real normed linear spaces; 
(b) T, a linear operator, such that 
T:9T+V,B,CY,gT = Y; 
(c) 9 C 9$ X 9p , 1 convex; 
(d) I is a real valued functional such that I: 9r x 9rt -+ R, and I is 
Frechet differentiable with respect to c’ E V on A!; 
(e) K, J are real valued functionals such that K, J: 22 -+ R and are 
defined by 
I+, d) = I(~, d) - (a,,+, d), d), 
Jcs, d) = I(~, d) - (aJ($, d), +. 
THEOREM (Sl). Let I be Frechet d$mntiable with respect o s on 9, x gT,, 
and let I be convex with respect to s and concave with respect to c’ on 9 and 
consider the following relationships: 
]&y = a&, C’), (3.1) 
T’c’ = a,I(S, C’). (3.2) 
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(i) If (3.1) and (3.2) hold at (s, 2’) E 9, then K(s, c’) is minimized over 
all (s, c’) E 9 that satisfy (3.1) and not (3.2); 
(ii) If (3.1) and (3.2) hold ut (s, c’) E 9 then J(s, c’) is maximized over 
all (s, E’) E 3 that satisfy (3.2) and not (3.1); 
(iii) If (3.1) and (3.2) hold at (s, E’) E 9, then, J(s, E’) = I@, E’). 
Proof. Let (s, c’), (3, E’) be two points in 9 and define 
P = s + a& - S), 
t = c’ + a& - c’), 
where 
0 <ffi < 1, i= 1,2. 
Since I is convex with respect to s and concave with respect to c’ on 9, we 
easily obtain the following inequalities: 
I(s, e’) - I@, r’) 2 $ [I(& E’) - I(?, c’)], (3.3) 
I(s, z’) - I(s, c’) ,< $ [I(s, C’) - IQ, c’)]. (3.4) 
Subtracting (3.4) from (3.3), we obtain 
I(s, c’) - I(3, C’) 2 Jg [I@, E’) - I($, E’)] - & [I(& f) - I(& C’)]. 
Letting aI -+ 0, 01s -+ 0, we have 
I(s, c’) - I(s, E’) > (a& E’), s - S) - (a&, c’), CT’ - c’). (3.5) 
(a) Let (S, Z’) satisfy (3.1) and (3.2) and let (s, c’) satisfy (3.1). Sub- 
stituting into (3.5), we have 
I@, c’) - I@, E’) > (T’E’, s - 3) - (Jyp(Ts), E’ - c’) 
= (T’s’, s) - ( T’E’, s) - (Jyp( Ts), E’) + <Jv( Ts), c’) 
= - <Jop(TQ 0 + <Ju(Ts), c’> 
= - @J(s, c’), E’) + (a&, c’) c’). 
Therefore, 
and (i) is shown. 
I@, E’) < Iqs, c’) 
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(b) Let (s, 8) satisfy (3.2) and let (s, c’) satisfy (3.1) and (3.2). Thus, 
we have, using (3.9, 
I(s, c’) - I($, e’) < (T’E’, s - s) - (J&2), E’ - c’) 
= ( T’E’, s) - (T’c’, s) - (J%( Ts), r’) + ( Jw( Ts), c’) 
= - (T’E’, s) + (T’c’, s} 
Therefore, 
= - &I@, C), S) + (&I(s, c’), s). 
J(s, c’) 3 J(% C’) 
and (ii) is shown. 
(c) Let (s, s’) satisfy (3.1), (3.2). Then, 
K(S, C’) = I(& 8) - (a& C’), c’} 
= IQ, E’) - (J*( Ts), E’) 
= I(s, E’) - (T’E’, s) 
= I(& 5’) - (a,@, E’), S) 
= J(s, 2’) 
and (iii) is shown. 
Note that from the definition of K, j, and I, and (3.1), (3.2) (iii) holds in 
the absence of any convexity assumptions. 
With this notation applications in optimal control are not readily apparent. 
Therefore we modify the theorem and, in doing so, lessen the need of dif- 
ferentiability of I with respect to the control variable. 
We make the following modifications and new assumptions: 
(a’) 9 is a real normed linear space; 
(b’) S$ C9; 
(c’) 2? C.9$ X go X .C+Bf , 9 convex; 
(d’) I is a real valued functional such that I: 9r x 9 x 9~ -+ R, and 
I is Frechet differentiable with respect to c’ E Q?’ on 9r x SO x 5&.#; 
(e’) K, J are real valued functionals such that K, J: 9 -+ R and 
K@, f, 4 = 16, f, 4 - @cKf, 4 0, 
JW, 4 = %f, 4 - (%Q,f, 4, s>. 
As the following theorem is intended for application to optimal control 
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problems, it will be helpful to consider s,f, c’, and I as analogous to the state, 
the control, the costate, and the Hamiltonian, respectively. 
THEOREM (S2). Let I be Frechet di#erentiable with respect to s on 
9r x s x .9rt . Let I be jointly convex with respect o (s, f) and concave with 
respect o c’ on 1. Also let I be such that and aJ is continuous with respect o f. 
Consider the following relationships: 
Jv(Ts) = a,+, f? 4 (3.1’) 
T’c’ = a&, f, c’) (3.2’) 
I(S>J, 4 - I(s,fl 4 2 w--flld (3.3’) 
(i’) If (3.1’), (3.2’) and (3.3’) hold at (S,f, E’) E 5, then K(s, f, c’) is 
minimized over all (s,f, c’) E 9 that satisfy (3.1’) and not (3.2’) and (3.3’). 
(ii’) If (3.1’), (3.2’) and (3.3’) hold at (S,f, E’) E 9, then J(s,~, E) is 
maximized over all (s,f, c’) E .9 that satisfy (3.2’) and not (3.1’) and (3.3’). 
Proof. Let (s,J, E’), (s,f, E’) and (s,f, c’) be points in 2. Define the 
following: 
s” = 5 + 4 -Q, 3=.f+ @&f-f>, 
i? = c' + &' - c'), 
where 
0 <cQ < 1, i= 1,2. 
It easily follows from the definition of convexity of I with respect to (s, f) 
and concave with respect to c’ on 9 that the following hold: 
I(s, f, E’) - I(& J, E’) 2 $ [I($ j C’) - I&J, ?‘)I (3.4’) 
qs, f, C’) - qs, f, c’) < ; [I(& f, q - qs, f, C’II. (3.5’) 
Subtracting (3.5’) from (3.4’) we obtain 
I(s, f, c’) - I(r,J, E’) 2 $ [I(f,4, E’) - I(S,J c’)] - i [I@, f, q - qs, f, 41. 
Hence, 
I(s, f, c’) - I@, J, 2) > $ [I&4, “‘) - I@, p, E’)] + ; [I($ f “‘> - I(% f9 q1 
- $ [I(s,f, t’) -I&L 41. 
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Relying on the continuity of aJ with respect to f and the o(a) condition on I, 
we let al--+ 0, ++ 0 
qs, f, d) - I(s,~, ~$1 2 (aJ(t,j, q, s - 3) - (a,,+, f, d), 2’ - d). 
The proof continues as in (Sl), beginning with (a), with the obvious modi- 
fications. 
We note that condition (3.3’) is treated differently than conditions (3.1) 
and (3.2) in theorem (Sl). The difference results from the relaxed differen- 
tiability requirement of I with respect to f. If I were differentiable with 
respect to f, we may “hide” this variable by incorporating it into the variable s. 
Then, (Sl) would be applicable. We also observe that condition (3.3’) may be 
replaced by 
I(& f! c’) - I(& f, 4 3 0 for all (s, fl c’), (s, f, c’) E 22. 
THEOREM (S3). Let P be the positive cone in %‘. Let I be Frechet d@erentiable 
with respect to s on 5BT x 9Tt and let I be convex with respect to c’ on .9 and 
consider the following relationships 
J&Y - &,I(S? c') E J,(P) (3.1”) 
c’ E Pf, (Jq(~s) - a,,+, d), c’) = 0 and T’c’ = a~Jcs, c’). 
(3.2”) 
(i) If (3.1”) and (3.2”) hold at (s, c’) E 9, then K(s, c’) is minimized over 
all (s, c’) E S that satisfy (3.1”) and not (3.2”); 
(ii) If (3.1”) and (3.2”) hold at (s, c’) E 9, then J(s, c’) is maximized over 
aZZ (s, s’) E 9, that satisfy (3.2’) and not (3.1”); 
(iii) If (3.1”) and (3.2”) hoZd (s, E’) E 9, then K(s, L’) = J(s, Z). 
Proof. From the convexity of 2, the convexity with respect to s and con- 
cavity with respect to c’ of I on 3, and the differentiability of I, we have 
I(~, d) - I($, E’) > (a~($, E’), s - S) - (a,+, d), 3 - c'> 
= (a~(s, q, s) - (a,qs, q, s) 
+ (a,,+, d), r/j + (a,+, d), c’). 
(3.3”) 
(a) Let (3.1”) and (3.2”) hold at (s, E’) and let (3.1”) hold at (s, c’). 
Therefore, 
I(S, c’) - I@, E’) 3 (T’c’, S} - <T’E’, S> - (a&, C'), C’> + <%I(s, C’), C’> 
= (Jq(Ts) - a,qs, c’), S’) 
- (T’E, ?) + (J*(Ts) - a&, C’), C’} + (+I(& c’), C’> 
= - (a,qs, z), E’) + (a&, c’), c’>. 
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Therefore, 
I(s, c’) - (aJ(s, c’), c’) < qs, 3) - (a&, E’), 2) 
and (i) is shown. 
(b) Let (3.1”) and (3.2”) hold at (s, c’) and let (3.2”) hold at (3, E’). 
Therefore, 
I(& c’) - I(& E’) 
> (T’c’, s) - (L&I@, C’), S> - @&, c’), E’> + (&*~(4 C’), C’> 
= (J&Ts) - iQI(s, c’), E’) - (&I(& E’), 0 + <%+, C’), C’> 
+ <J&Q) - Ql(s, 4,~‘) 
= - (a& E’), f> + <JYP(Ts)> 0 
= - (a& E’), S) + <V(.% c 1, s>* 
Therefore, 
qs, c’) - @&J(s, c’), s) 2 I@, E’) - <a& q, f> 
and (ii) is shown. 
(c) K(S, E’) = I($ E’) - (a,d(s, E’), I?) 
= I(S, E’) - (i?,q, E’), r’) - (Ju(Tf) - +I(a, E’), E’) 
= I(s, E’) - (Js( Ts), 8’) 
= I($, E’) - (a&, E’), S) 
= J(s, E’). 
COROLLARY. Let the COnditiOm Of (s3) hold. Let a,,l(s, C') =F(S), 
K(s, c’) = K(s) where F and K are convex with respect o s. Let s satisfy (3.1”) 
and let (s, c’) satisfy (3.2”). Then 
K(f) > J(s, 4. 
Proof. From the convexity of K, 
K(S) - K(s) > (&K(s), s - s). 
From the definition of K, 
K(s) - K(s) 2 <&I(s, c’), 9) - <8&, c’), s> - <%I+) (S - s), cl>. 
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Therefore, 
K(S) 2I(s, c’) - (F(s), c’) + <V(s, c’), s> - <h.qs, c’> s> 
- (i&F(s) (  - s), c’). 
Let (3.1”) hold at s and (3.2”) at (s, c’) 
K(s) 3 I(s, c’) - (F(s), c’) + (T’c’, s) - (a&, c’), s) 
- aqs) (3 - $0 
= I@, c’) - (F(s), c’) + (F(f), c’) - @,l(s, c’), s) 
- (&F(s) (S - s), c’) 
= qs, c’) - (&I(s, c’), s) + (F(i) - F(s) - i?,F(s) (s - s), c’). 
By the convexity of F, 
K(s) >, I(s, c’) - (a&, c’), s) = J(s, c’). 
4. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
4.1. Quadratic Programming in Hilbert Space 
We wish to find the dual problem to the following minimization problem: 
minimize K = +(Cx - z. , cx - ,z,,)~ + $(AGJ, u)e 
over all u E Q such that 
where 
Ax = xi + Bu, (4.1.1) 
I. 3?, 9, % are real Hilbert spaces and Q is a given convex subset 
of@‘; 
II. zQ E 3, x0’ E CY are given; 
III. A E [Z-, S-‘-j, B E [%, %‘I, C E [X, 22”‘J, NE [%,%I; 
IV. N is symmetric, (Nu, u)@ 3 0 for all II E Q such that u # 0; 
V. (Ax,x>>,~~~x((~forx~.%,~>O. 
In order to employ theorem (Sl) we identify (4.1.1) with (3.1). Let us 
denote 
s=(x,u)E%-xX=9 
409/50/3-12 
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and define 
S” = 9. 
We now define T and &I by 
Ts = Ax, c&.=%-xx 
a&, c’) = Jv(x,,’ + Bu). 
Since we require Ts E V, a,,I(s, c’) E V”, we choose %? = s’. Due to the reflex- 
ivity of Hilbert spaces, we will treat JV as the identity; hence, we set 
Equation (3.1) is now identical to (4.1.1) since (3.1) states 
(Ax, 2) = (x0’ + Bu, 2) for all L$ E 3”. 
To obtain T’, 9r< C V = 3, we denote c’ E v’ by X E .F = 9”‘. Thus, 
(c’, Ts) = (h, Ax) = (A’h, x) + (0, u) = (T’c’, s), 
and we find 
T’c’ = (Al, 0), 9f = 3. 
We now define the functional I by means of 
I(s, c’) = qs, c’) + @J(s, c’), c’) 
= 4(Cx - ~0 , Cx - zb)s + SW, u>e + <x0’ + Bu, A>, 
and we compute 
and define 
a&, c’) = (cx~(CX - x0), A*Nu + B’h), 
Having embedded the given problem into the form considered in Section 3, 
we may state the following: 
THEOREM. Consider the following equations: 
Ax = x0’ + Bu, (4.1.2) 
A’X = C’A&Cx - zo), 0 = A,Nu + B’k (4.1.3) 
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(i) If (5, ii, A) E % C S x Q x X sutisfr (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) then 
qx, 24, h) = L$(Cx - X(J) cx - Z())~ + &vu, u)q 
is minimized over all (x, u, X) E 9 C S x Sz x % which satisfy (4.12) and not 
(4.1.3). 
(ii) If (x, u, h) E 9 C.F x J2 x 55 satisfy (4.1.2) and (4.1.3), then 
is maximized all (x, u, X) E 9 C 57 x Q x .!T which satisfy (4.1.3) and not 
(4.1.2). 
(iii) If (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) hold at (5, Q, A) E 9, then J(g #, 1) = K(%, ii, A). 
Proof. Direct application of (Sl). 
4.2. An Optimal Control Problem 
We wish to find the dual problem to the following minimization problem: 
minimize K = 4 a1 (u(t), u(t))Rm dt, s 
W) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t), x(l) 2 Xl > 40) = x0 , 
(4.2.1) 
where 
I. x(t) E R”, x(e) is absolutely continuous on [0, 11; 
II. A(t) E [p, R”], B(t) E [R”, RQ], each of which is measurable, real 
and such that 11 A(t)]] , II B(t)11 are integrable on compact intervals of t; 
III. u(t) E Rm, u(-) is real bounded measurable function on [0, 11; 
IV. x,, , x1 E Rn are given. 
From II, III, and (4.2.1) we may redefine the minimization problem as 
minimize K = + I (u(t), u(t)),, 
such that 
where 
Lu - C>,O (4.2.1’) 
Lu = 
f ‘@(l, t) B(t) u(t) dt, c = @(l, 0) xg - x1 , 0 
and @ (1, .) is the unique absolutely continuous fundamental solution matrix. 
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Wishing to employ (S3) to find the complementary problem, we must 
identify (4.2.1’) with (3.1”). Let us denote s = u(*) EZ~([O, 11; @) = Y 
and define T and $I by 
Since we require Ts E V, a,I(s, c’) E Q”, we choose V = R”. For obvious 
reasons, we neglect usage of JV . 
Equation (3.1”) is identical to (4.2.1’), with P E Rn defined as 
P = (p E I;z”: p = (& , & ,..., &J, & 2 0 for all i}. 
To obtain T’, .&.g C V’ = Rn, we devote c’ E v’ by X E RQ. Thus 
(c’, Ts) = (A, s,’ @(l, t) B(t) u(t) d”) 
Rn 
s 
1 
=zz A’@( 1, t) B(t) u(t) dt 
0 
We find 
= s ’ B’(t) @‘( 1, t) h(t) dt 
= &, @‘(J, *) A’7 w9q[o,l,;R~) 
= (T’c’, s). 
T’c’ = B’(e) @‘(l, .) A’, w@.. = R”. 
We now define the functional I by means of 
I@, c’) = K(S) + (a,+, d), ~1) 
= i I,’ (u(t), +))Rm dt + X’d, 
and we compute 
aJ(s, c’) = u(.). 
We finally choose our convex set 9. Let 
9 = ((4.), A) EP([O, 11; Rm) x R* such that 
LU > d, X = (5, , & ,..., C,,), Ci > 0 for all i}. 
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Thus, by appealing directly to Theorem (S3), we may state the following 
THEOREM. Consider the following equations: 
s 
1 
@(l, t) B(t) u(t) dt - d > 0, (4.2.2) 
0 
A 2 0, (A, I1 @(I, t) B(t) u(t) dt - d) = 0, (4.2.3) 
0 R” 
B’(t) V( 1, t) x = u(t), t 8 [O, 11. 
(i) I’ (P(*), A) E 9 satisfy (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), then 
K(s) = 4 1’ (u(t), WRtn dt 
0 
is minimized over all u(.) which satisfy (4.2.2) and not (4.2.3); 
(ii) If (II(*), A) E 9 satisfy (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), then 
J(s, A> = - B 1’ (u(t), u(t))Rm dt + h’d 
0 
is maximized over all (C(.), A) which satisfy (4.2.3) and not (4.2.2); 
(iii) If (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) hold at (iZ(.), A), 
K(s) = J(s, 1). 
5. SUMMARY 
We have shown three sets of sufficient conditions for complementary 
principles in normed linear spaces. We should note that, in formulating the 
minimization problem as the primal problem, the cost functional K is 
independent of c’ (a costate variable) while the cost functional J of the dual 
problem is usually a function of both s and c’. Also, even though the a,,I, a,I 
are linear operators, they may be nonlinear in the variables (s, c’) (or (s, f, c’)). 
Hence, problems with nonlinear constraints may be investigated. Finally, if 
we are concerned with an optimal problem, we see that by “splitting” the 
variable s (from (Sl)) into (s, f) (as in (S2)), the differentiability of I with 
respect to the control variable may be relaxed although joint convexity of I 
with respect to (s, f) is still required. 
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